SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

8:15 a.m.  
Registration and Continental Breakfast in Haupert Union Building (HUB), Moravian College

9:00 a.m.  
Keynote Musical Performance in Prosser Auditorium located in HUB

Keynote Address by Robert E. Meagher, Professor of Humanities at Hampshire College and Author of Killing from the Inside Out: Moral Injury and Just War

“Wounded Warriors, Wounded Nation: Closing the Gates of War” Professor Robert E. Meagher

11:30 a.m.  
Breakout Sessions I  
HUB Locations

Air Products Room:  
Teaching about 9/11 through critical pedagogy (Brandon Block, Allissa Hoffman, Maddie Saurers, and Susan Tufan)

Amrhein Room:  
Journey From the East (Christopher Shorr and Bill Bly)

Laros Room:  
International Armed Conflicts and Their Resolutions: Considerations of Just War and Moral Consequences (Rowan Cunningham, Mark Dodd, Andy Eaton, Will Garson, Kaelin King, Monika Niroula, Rachel Paul, Vanissa Prempeh, Ben Snyder, Adam Valavanis, and Bianca Villanueva)

Snyder Room:  
The Consequences of Remembrance: Commemorating War (Dylan Grubb, Angela Kelly, Molly Lokitis, Niki Maffettone, Shane McCaslin, Michael Mellet, Joshua Smith, and Michael Stanley)

UBC Room:  
Remembering War in the Digital Age (John Pettegrew)

12:45 p.m.  
Lunch and Activity in the HUB Main Lounge

The Unsung Civilian Victims of War: Designing a Memorial

2:15 p.m.  
Breakout Sessions II  
HUB Locations

Air Products Room:  
From Bullying to Torture: Social Justice Intervention Through Drama (ToniRose Alicea, Millie Benonis, Julia Burke, Dylan Morrow, Britney Peter)

Amrhein Room:  
Beyond the “Trauma Hero”: Expanding the Narrative of American Military Life (Savannah Brown and Brian McLaughlin)

Laros Room:  
Mapping the Shadows of War: Drones, and the Horsham Command Center (Kelsey Bull, Nelson Feliciano, Morgan Fox, Alyssa Nelson and Nicole Reichart)

Reinhardt Room:  
Opening Each Other’s Eyes: Project Rose and Transgender Justice and In Pursuit of Distant Paradises: Cultural and Historical Effacement in Colonial Liberations of Algeria (Monick Perone and Samantha Walstra)

Snyder Room:  
The American Enemy: Its Historical Background and Future Constructivism and U.S. Domestic Support for the Iraq War (Ryan Barwich and Andrew Keck)

UBC Room:  
Growing up in the Shadows of Just War (Brian Mello)

3:30 p.m.  
Plenary Closing Discussion in Prosser Auditorium

“Killing from the Inside Out: Moral Injury and Just War: Questions to the Author and Dialogue”